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Think back to when you were a little kid. After your parents got you that really big 
expensive toy, what's the first thing you would do?
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Play with the cardboard box.
You parents probably said something like “Why are you playing with the box when 
we got you the toy of the year?" 
But to you.. the box wasn't a box, 
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maybe it was a castle
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maybe it was a piece of construction equipment
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Or maybe it was even a Space Shuttle
You didn’t need to see real wings to know the flaps on the side were wings. 
All the things one would expect were rarely there unless drawn on with crayons.
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Now you're all thinking…”What does this have to do with large complex models”?
Well, at the very root of engineering it's not about how good the engineering 
looks, 
but about how it helps you build the end product in the clearest way possible. 

Have you ever gotten a set of Ikea instructions and it had a perfectly rendered 
image of the final product? 
No. It has a very basic black and white diagram. 
Engineering is about showing just enough information to get the point across.
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When I first started working out at the space center, I would be met with some 
things that looked like this

can anyone guess what this is?

" A cable" 
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And here we see a simple Apollo diagram, and what similar diagrams look like 
today now that we have advanced 3D models. 

We ventured into space and landed on the moon with simple drawings like those 
here on the left. 
They didn't need all this complex hyper-detailed imagery. 
So why do we need it today?
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'POWERPOINTS', 
Humans are very visual learners. Now that we can create a full detailed 3D mockup 
of the design before it's ever built, that's what everyone likes to see. 
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or as I like to call it "Pretty pictures".
Now I’m not dismissing the reason for these highly detailed models, there are 
plenty of use cases for these pictures, and models. 
Frequently they give everyone a sense of how it will really look built, which can 
help management, process development, and even funding. 

The question you have to ask yourself is, 
do you need all this detail in the engineering
and especially while you’re working on the design?
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So when it comes to this presentation, what do I mean when I say Large Model?

Here we have a large model of the Earth, pretty large but simple. 

What about a model with over 5000 features? It’s small and complex, but not exactly what 
we’ll be looking at here. 

This assembly has over 14,000 objects and many are just shells. That’s what this 
presentation will be on.
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Creo Parametric is a single core process but the speed of those cores has a great deal to do 
with how fast Creo can run. 
Additionally the bus speeds on the CPU and motherboard will limit how fast the memory 
can process and how wide of a bus you have available. 

No one has ever turned down a memory increase when working with large models. 
Speed is also something to consider. 

One of the most underrated upgrades is to a better hard drive. Hard drives can range from 
5400 to 7,200 and even 14k RPMS, 
but today you can buy relatively expensive solid state drives which increase data storage 
and retrieval. 
The best case scenario would be a solid state drive for Windows and Creo and another for 
your workspace or working directory storage, with slower cheaper drives for longer term 
storage. 

Lastly if you’re working with a PLM system you’re going to want a good network 
connection. You can get by with a solid wifi connection but for uploads and downloads you 
want as much bandwidth as possible. 
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Going back to our box example, 
Simplified reps are a way of taking a large complicated model and breaking them down into 
usable blocks showing only what you need. 

Maybe you need the full detail, but when it comes to large assemblies usually you only 
need to work in one small area at a time. 
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When creating a simplified representation this is the window you are presented with. 
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Here is a list of simplified rep types available in approximate order of weight they add to 
your displayed model. 
You have from exclude which shows nothing, up to Master Rep which shows everything. 

Some of these, such as Envelope will vary based on how they are used. 
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A set of commonly used simplified reps should be used across each project.
This creates a level of understanding of what will be shown. 
This set for example is just a list of a few possible levels which I’ve given a scale from 0 to 
100 for how much detail. 
This also allows for creation of intermediate reps as needed. 
Not all of these can be accomplished with just simplified reps, many require using 
combined states to adjust layers and annotations.
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If you’re not familiar with empty rep you’ve probably never needed to open a large model 
in a short period of time. 
This ability is one of the out of the box options when defining models making it one of the 
easiest to use. 
Yes that white box is an actual screenshot of the very model I’m going to be showing 
throughout this. 

Symbolic or Reference lines can be created using the Symbolic Rep can be created in many 
ways. 
You can use the out of the box symbolic rep on lower level components or you can have it 
show sketched lines or datum curves, even those used for things like AFX frames, piping, 
and cabling as shown here. 
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I’d like to say this was rendered completely in Creo, but it’s not. This is a rendering created 
by NASA’s visualization group. However, many of the models used to develop this were 
created in Creo Parametric. For a large scale rendering such as this every small detailed part 
was probably not included and many models were stripped down to just what was needed, 
but then textures and other visual elements were added that wouldn’t normally be in a 
parametric design model. That’s why I put this at the highest fidelity. For smaller scale 
renderings and close up views many times you want to see the fine details with the added 
visualization elements. 
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Here we have an envelope method developed by one of our engineers, Ryan Bingham. 
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Drawing Representations are a series of actions to hide and show different portions of a 
drawing. They can also perform various navigation functions as well. 
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Though this is another presentation I wanted to mention it. CreoView can not only save you 
time but also save you valuable Creo licenses when you just want to investigate a model. 
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With Creo’s parametric functionality each model is based on all the features that came 
before it. Creo allows you to quickly pull up any component exactly as it’s shown. It does 
this at a performance hit. 
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Patterns do help with performance, especially in the area of assembly cuts. 
However, make sure to use identical where possible.
In parts, using geometry copy will help reduce the load in the future.
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Start Early - start with lower level assemblies during creation
Think for the future – Engineering is not all about you, it’s about everyone
Don’t reinvent the wheel - Use previous User Defined reps within higher assembly 
reps
Think simple - Only show what you need to show – You don’t need every detail all 
the time
Set up your “default” rep -
Be careful on drawings  - When using BOM balloons on drawings, be careful of 
which rep you show – Exclude will remove items from the parts list and bom
balloons will not cross reps.
Lightweight Graphics Rep works only if visualization available – otherwise defaults 
to bounding box
Make sure your setup is ready - Lightweight Graphics Rep works only if visualization 
available – otherwise defaults to bounding box
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All in all, what I want to leave you with is know when you need this.
And when you should be using this.
So you can succeed at building something like this.

http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/multimedia/scalemodel/index.html
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